The Friends of Czech Heritage

Lipnice Bible Returns Home
After 600 Years
by Ladislav Langpaul

In May 1421 a Latin copy of the bible was finished
in secret and in hiding from the Hussite Army at
the castle of Lipnice nad Sázavou. It later became
known as the Lipnice Bible, see back cover.
The Association for the Rescue of the Birth House
of Jan Zrzavý in the neighbouring village of
Okrouhlice first learned of the manuscript in 2015
and decided to find out where the Lipnice Bible
ended up. With the help of a specialist bookshop in
Basel we traced it to the Museum of the Bible in
Oklahoma City, later in Washington D.C. We got
in touch with the director of the museum, Prof.
David Trobisch, who was sufficiently intrigued by
our interest to make a journey in 2016 from
Washington to Lipnice to see where the manuscript
originated. He came, he saw and said: “We are
going to let you have the bible on loan in 2021. For
free. And we shall cover the insurance costs too.
You will have to take care of security and
promotion.”
The following years were spent trying to bring on
board the Czech side – the only result, but very
important one, was the enthusiasm of the property
manager of Lipnice Castle, Mr. Mark Hanzlík. His
superiors, as well as the bureaucrats of the
Vysočina Region and elsewhere, were cautious. At
the same time, on the recommendation of Prof.
Petr Čornej, we approached the top specialist in
manuscripts of the period, Doc. Lucie Doležalová
PhD, who became very interested in the project
and gathered a group of 17 authors, mostly from
Charles University, to work on a collective
monograph The Lipnice Bible, a shield of faith in the
turbulent times of the late Middle Ages (Lipnická bible, štít
víry v neklidných časech). The book was finished in
February this year with my own company then
providing graphic design and production. We also
produced twenty display panels accompanying the
exhibition.
On 23rd June 2021 the Lipnice Bible left from the
airport in Washington D.C. and a day later we
unpacked the precious object at the castle in
Lipnice. The exhibition opened on Saturday 26th
June in the presence of the now former director of
the Museum of the Bible, Prof. David Trobisch.
The Czech side was represented by the deputy head
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of Culture of the Vysočina Region, Mr. M. Fabeš.
The following day an ecumenical Roman Catholic
and Protestant service was held in the castle
courtyard titled The Chalice of Reconciliation.
The new book, Lipnická bible, financed by
crowdfunding and by our association, was launched
at the opening of the exhibition.
The Lipnice Bible can be seen at Lipnice Castle until
the end of August. From 1st to 15th September 2021 the
Bible will be exhibited together with other period biblical
manuscripts from the collections of the National Library in
the Mirror Chapel of the Clementinum in Prague
________________________________________
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The Jakobínka Tower, Rožmberk,
Receives a Special Mention
for Conservation

The Jakobínka Tower, built in the 14th century, was
at risk of collapse due to the deterioration of its
internal wooden structure and stone masonry. The
project of restoring it was conceived as a living
history experiment with the aim of saving an
endangered monument and at the same time
exploring and verifying historical building
procedures and technologies in practice.
Educational programmes accompanying the
restoration helped to revive old traditional skills and
crafts and strengthen the sense of belonging of local
people to their historical heritage in both local and
European contexts.
www.hrad-rozmberk.cz/en/The-Jakobinka-tower
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The Challenges of Reconciliation
One Family’s Experience

working man’. He had in addition shown himself to
be a ‘person with a positive attitude towards the
people’s democratic regime’. He came out a broken
by Peter Ratzer
man and worked in an electrical assembly factory
till he retired, and for about eight years after that,
see article
4 earn a little pension. I was surprised to be able to
I was fascinated to read Petr Kalousek’s article
in on page to
the last Newsletter and to hear about the Declaration of
find the mainly hand-written transcript of his trial
1421 awere
Latin copy ofinthethe
Bible
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Reconciliation and a Shared Future. In
MyMay
parents
Moravian
archives. This example adds a
secret at the Castle
of
Lipnice
Sudeten-Germans, both fluent finished
Czech in
speakers,
rather different dimension to reconciliation than
Sázavou, see right.
whose family included members who nad
married
simply relations between Czechs and Germans.
Czechs. Given the family links with Brno, his
Left, some
the original
binding.
article prompted me to pull together
key medieval
My second cousin, then seven years old, and his
experiences of family members Below,
that illustrate
the the Gospel
mother
a detail from
of St.were
John.on the infamous Brno Death March
complexities and challenges of the issues behind
in 1945, part of the expulsion of the German
Museum of the Bible Collection. All rights reserved
the word reconciliation.
population agreed by the Three Powers,
© Museum of the Bible, 2021
presumably because she was considered German
My father was born in Brno and the sister of his
after her husband’s change of citizenship. They
mother, Stephanie Ratzer, married a Czech. His
went to the makeshift camp at Pohořelice and there
descendants all lived in Brno (his grandson, my
they were able to establish that they were really
second cousin, died last year) and I still keep in
Czech and they were able to return to Brno, with
contact with my second cousin’s children and
my second cousin in a pushchair as he could not
grandchildren. My second cousin’s father rose to
continue on foot. They had to leave behind a maid
become the manager of part of Brno’s transport
from my second cousin’s grandparents’ household
system in the 1930s and when the Germans took
who was born a German, despite her Czech name.
over Czechoslovakia his position was under threat
She had been with the household for 30 years and
from a German who wanted the job for himself.
been treated like a member of the family; she was
To protect his position and his family he took
not heard of again.
German citizenship, a not uncommon step at the
time; approximately 70,000 Czechs voluntarily
Unbeknown to my second cousin and his mother,
became German. In the National Cleansing that
my grandmother Stephanie Ratzer was also on the
took place after the war he was put on trial and
Brno Death March. She reached the Austrian
sentenced to 12 years hard confinement (intensified
frontier at Drasenhofen and collapsed there before
by a hard bed once a month) in a hard labour unit,
being thrown back by the Austrians and removed
and forfeited all his assets to the State, leaving his
from the road by the Russians and thrown into a
family bereft. His sentence included a period
lorry. She came to in the camp in Mušlov near
working in the uranium mines at Jáchymov.
Mikulov and recovered. She volunteered for the
Czech labour front and spent time working in
He was eventually given a conditional release in
mined fields bringing in the harvest. She recalled
1955 on the grounds that ‘the punishment of the
seeing a horse and cart and workers blown up. At
prisoner had already fulfilled all its educational
the end of the harvest she was hailed as an
purpose and therefore it can be expected that the
industrious worker and was given permission to
prisoner will henceforth lead the orderly life of a
return to Brno. She managed to get a room in her
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The Brno Death
March 1945.
The photograph
was taken by an
American
military observer
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